VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

Verification No.       SZEMO071103373RFV    Date of Issue: 10 December 2007
Product Description:  Electric Screen
Model No:             TExxxxyz, Homexxxxyz, VMAXxxxxyyz, Electricxxxy, MASKxxxxy
Applicant:            Elite Screens China Corp.
Address of Applicant: Longxi Duimianling Industry Zone Longcheng Longgang
                      District, Shenzhen Guangdong, China
Test Report Number(s): SZEMO XXXXXXXX RFE & SZEMO XXXXXXXX RFR
Date of Receipt:      23 November 2007
Date of Test:         26 November to 05 December 2007
Standards Required:   EN 301 489-3 V1.4.1 (2002-08)
                      EN 300 220-3 V1.1.1 (2000-09)

Conclusion
Based on a review of the test report detailed above, this apparatus has met the requirements of the above standards and hence has been properly demonstrated that the requirement of the directive have been fulfilled. The product is in conformity with the essential requirements of Article 3.1 (b) of Directive 1999/5/EC.

The CE mark as shown below can be used, under the responsibility of the manufacturer, after completion of an EC Declaration of Conformity and compliance with all relevant EC Directives. The affixing of the CE marking presumes in addition that the conditions in annexes III and V of the Directive are fulfilled.

Robinson Lo
Manager
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